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1. Beneficial Electrification introduced
2. Context: What is the charging infrastructure gap, and why 

are utility regulators getting involved?
3. Key to beneficial transportation electrification: smart charging
4. Recent utility proposals and commission decisions: What’s 

happening on the ground?
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Outline



What’s “Beneficial 
Electrification”?

Isn’t ALL Electrification 
“Beneficial”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DaveSo we can understand what beneficial electrification IS  Let’s first be clear on what it is NOTQuite simply:  We don’t think that it makes sense to electrify everything.
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• Brattle: “Utility sales 
could nearly double 
by 2050”!

• Is it all about load 
growth?
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Is all electrification created equal?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start off by answering a question: is all electrification created equal—The answer is, “No.”Certainly, not all electrification is beneficialIf we all start charging our EVs when we get home at the end of the day, or if we heat water as soon as we shower in the morning or prepare dinner and wash dishes in the evening, we will exacerbate already more expensive and often dirty electric system peaksAnd if, as electrification grows, we are not thoughtful in the way we manage this new load, we will create unnecessary distribution and transmissions costs and pollution effects to the detriment of all ratepayers and (BUTTON) our state economies. 
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Beneficial Electrification (BE) -
Three Conditions

1. Saves Customers 
Money Over Long-Term

2. Reduces Environmental 
Impacts

3. Enables Better Grid    
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DaveAs I noted earlier----We consider a project or measure to represent beneficial electrification if it meets one of more of three criteria,without adversely affecting the other two:Saves consumers money over the long run;Reduces environmental impacts; andEnables better grid managementLet’s look at each one of these criteria a little more closely.Jim?



1. Saves 
Customers Money

Long-Term

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jim“Saving customers money” in this context means that over its life, an action results in a lower total cost to provide that energy end-use to the consumer (in this case space heating)  That’s accomplished by:Looking over long run, not short-term;Including the cost of acquiring and maintaining an applianceIncluding any incentives provided; andIncluding utility bill savings from any time-of-use or ancillary services benefits of the measure.
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Source: JJ MCoy, ”Building “good load” to reduce carbon emissions”, 2016. http://nwenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Transpo-Electrification-TE-
Workpaper-1-25-2016-FINAL.pdf.zip
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Efficiency Across Fuel Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The energy in one gallon of gasoline will take us about 25 miles in a typical gasoline powered automobile.The same amount of energy, in the form of electricity, will take us more than 100 miles.That’s one form of efficiency and  source of operational savings for customersBut it matters quite a bit where those kilowatt-hours come from.  As the grid gets cleaner, over time, and low-cost wind and solar become more dominant, the shift from petroleum to electricity will save us money and reduce air emissions.

http://nwenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Transpo-Electrification-TE-Workpaper-1-25-2016-FINAL.pdf.zip


2. Reduces 
Environmental 

Impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DaveOur second condition,  “Reducing environmental impacts” means that the emissions of the grid with the electrification measure are lower (or cleaner) than the emissions of the fossil fuels that are replaced in providing the consumer end-use: Again, over the life of the appliance;Based on accepted resource planning criteria; andTaking into account the grid flexibility created through electrification.Environmental impacts are typically measured as CO2 emissions for clarity and convenience, but the same benefits also apply to criteria pollutants and toxic emissions, as well as water and land use.But think about this important source of Fuel,  In 2016 we found out that the US power sector had the same emissions it had in1993, BUT that was also producing nearly 30% more power than it did in 1993  These are the results of factors Jim just described: like more efficient generating resources, natural gas displacing coal, and the positive economics of wind and solar.CLICK
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Power sector fuel mix is changing:
MISO example

http://www.misomatters.org/2017/03/3-electricity-industry-issues-we-
are-watching-in-2017/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This nationwide trend is illustrated in this figure showing changes in MISO’s power sector mix over the last 10 or so yearsAs you can see, the general trend is that coal is being edged out  by gas and renewablesKnowing the general trend in fuel mix and average emissions is useful, but  Because electrification will add incremental load, knowing a system’s marginal emissions will also be useful.CLICK 

http://www.misomatters.org/2017/03/3-electricity-industry-issues-we-are-watching-in-2017/
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What are the marginal emissions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this figure, for example, we see that in PJM between 2012 and 2016, coal went from being on the margin 60% of the time to about 45% of the time.We also see that natural gas has increased from about 30% to around 45. 



3. Enables Better 
Grid 

Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JessThird, beneficial electrification also offers the grid operators greater flexibility to better manage load, improve demand response, and integrate higher levels of renewable, non-dispatchable generation.This can occur if: Some or all of the electrified load can be controlled by the grid operator, such as through smart thermostats, or Consumers can program their loads to take advantage of time-varying rates.
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Avoid High-Cost Hours

• Top 1% of 
hours = 9% of 
total spending

• Top 10% of 
hours = 26% of 
total spending

Source: Rhode Island Power Sector Transformation, Phase One Report to Governor Gina M. Raimondo (November 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JessThis graphic shows the annual load profile in Rhode Island from 2016.  This is all 8760 hours in a typical year, with the demand in MW on the Y-axis.  A similar chart could be produced for other states. The key thing is that the top 1% of hours within the blue bar represent 9% of the total spending or costs on the system, and the top 10% of hours within the red bar represent 26% of the spending.  So if we can move usage away from those times that fall in the red bar or above, there are cost savings and grid management benefits to be attained.
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• Electrification can mean innovation and opportunities

• Beneficial Electrification is a framework to help you sort 
through those opportunities

• Circumstances will vary:
• Analyze for local conditions and trends  
• ID opportunities
• Remove barriers 
• Consider pilots
• Educate consumers

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you use this test, rememberBeneficial Electrification is a framework to help decision-makers ensure that electrification is beneficial to consumers, the environment and the grid.  Opportunities around the country will vary, soAnalyze for your state, and consider the various sub marketsIdentify and remove barriers Ensure that electricity rates and program incentives promote desired outcomes. Even where this does not make sense today, ask “is there value in developing infrastructure and a market, educating consumers and contractors?”Launch pilots to prove technologies and develop installer expertise – Like ComEd did recently:They issued an RFP and hired a contractor to create a turnkey pilot program to develop and learn about cold climate ductless heat pumps and building envelope measures for income eligible customers in multi-family buildings.  
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EV Charging – Coming to a 
Utility Commission Near You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Utility regulators are increasingly being 
asked to evaluate investments in EV 
charging infrastructure:

• Utility proposals
• State policy goals
• Market trends

15

Utility Commissions in the Driver’s 
Seat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utility proposals – opportunity for new load, utilities are proposing things, PUCs have to look at itClimate goals – states that are explicitly trying to meet carbon reduction goals have an increased focus on transportation electrification and often this directly affects PUC workMarket trends – there is a growing acknowledgement of the increased interest in EVs and the importance of grid management to handle it
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• Utility regulators are increasingly 
being asked to evaluate investments 
in EV charging infrastructure

• Utility proposals
• State policy goals
• Market trends
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Utility Commissions in the Driver’s 
Seat

“The Commission’s authority over EV charging 
programs is consistent with [our] general duty to 
consider “the economy of the State, the 
conservation of natural resources, and the 
preservation of environmental quality””
- Maryland PUC, January 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utility proposals – opportunity for new load, utilities are proposing things, PUCs have to look at itClimate goals – states that are explicitly trying to meet carbon reduction goals have an increased focus on transportation electrification and often this directly affects PUC workMarket trends – there is a growing acknowledgement of the increased interest in EVs and the importance of grid management to handle it
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Source: Nicholas, Michael, Dale Hall, and Nic Lutsey, Quantifying the Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Gap Across US Markets, ICCT, January 2019. 
https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/US_charging_Gap_20190124.pdf
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What is the charging infrastructure gap?

There is an important role 
for utility programs, but 
what exactly is that role 
and what parts of it 
should ratepayers pay 
for?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple tools exist for analyzing the charging infrastructure gap, many of you are probably familiar. EVI-Pro from NREL has served as the basis for multiple analyses. M.J. Bradley and the Georgetown Climate Center created a tool for the U.S. Northeast.Here is a recent analysis from ICCT.  They quantified the gap in charging infrastructure in metro areas from what was deployed through 2017 to what is needed to power more than 3 million expected electric vehicles by 2025.  The areas in shades of red have less than 50% of the chargers they need by 2025, areas in blue have more than 50%.  They found that infrastructure deployment will have to grow at about 20% per year. 4.3 times as many Non-home charge points are needed by 2025.Many of the largest initiatives in recent years are led by electric utilities, in cooperation with charging service providers. Going forward, investments from Electrify America will also significantly grow the charging network, particularly for fast charging stations.Utilities, stakeholders, and regulators across the country recognize there is an important role for utility programs but the key question is, what exactly is that role and what parts of it should ratepayers pay for?

https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/US_charging_Gap_20190124.pdf
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• Equitable access
• Preserving/promoting competition
• Increasing EV adoption
• Environmental concerns
• Reducing costs
• Fair to ratepayers
• CA’s evolution: from prohibiting to 

requiring utility investment

18

Regulators Must Balance Multiple Priorities
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Regulators Must Balance Multiple Priorities

“…the proposed decision … balances well these 
competing aims of accelerating EV adoption, 
enabling competition, reducing cost and being 
sustainable and fair investments for EV drivers and 
ratepayers”
- Commissioner Carla Peterman, regarding the 

CPUC May 2018 decision approving $750 
million in EV infrastructure spending

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M215/K380/215380424.PDF

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M215/K380/215380424.PDF
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The key to the beneficial 
electrification of 
transportation: smart 
charging.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• Reduces costs for 
consumers

• Lowers emissions
• Benefits the grid

• Reduces renewable 
curtailment

• Doesn’t add to peak
• Increases utilization of 

existing infrastructure

21

Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-of-
transportation/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a central feature of RAP’s definition of BE, which applies to electrification of transportation (show 3 criteria and/or cover to paper)Benefits the grid: Charging at times when there is abundant RE available helps reduce curtailment, and in doing so it helps reduce emissions and provides a cheap transportation fuel to driversCharging at off peak times, like overnight, helps avoid adding to the costliest times of day, which are what drives a lot of the costs on the utility system and pushes up ratesDoing these two above things helps spread the costs of electric infrastructure over more kWh which reduces the costs for all ratepayers and this is something Commissions will be looking for So it is important for these programs to pair infrastructure incentives or ratepayer investments in infrastructure with smart rate design and smart charging that moves charging to beneficial times of the day. 

https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-of-transportation/
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What’s happening on the 
ground?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Maryland (Jan 2019): 
rebates for 
incremental cost of 
smart L2 chargers; 
customers must enroll 
in TOU

SDG&E (May 2018): 
rebate for EVSE 
approved, utility 
ownership of 
customer-side 
infrastructure denied

Consumers Energy 
(Jan 2019): 
$500 rebate for EV 
drivers with nighttime 
EV rate

Residential Charging
Key issues: cross-subsidization, increasing EV adoption, 
energy efficiency, encouraging off-peak usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utility programs generally are focused on helping customers install Level 2 chargers, which are more efficient than Level 1. Maryland recently approved rebates for the incremental cost of a smart Level 2 charger – but customers have to be signed up for a TOU rateConsumers energy in MI was just approved to offer a $500 rebate to EV drivers if they sign up for the nighttime EV charging rateCA commission on SDG&E proposal to own EVSE on the customer side of the meter: We believe the residential sector provides anopportunity to encourage customer investment in TE, and may not require asmuch utility intervention on the customer’s property to encourage the adoptionof EVs.
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Maryland (Jan 2019): 
Rebates for up to 50% of charger 
costs; 
utilities not allowed to own EVSE

24

Multi-unit Dwelling Charging
Key issues: lack of private market investment, “right 
to charge”, up front cost, equitable access

Massachusetts:
• Eversource (2017): 4000 

“make ready” stations, 10% in 
low income; 

• Nat’l Grid (2018): rebates for 
600 L2 and 80 DCFC, 
performance incentive for 
installing 75% of target sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an important segment, difficult because individual drivers often don’t have the ability or authority to install charging.  Many states are finding that the competitive market is not meeting demand in the low-income and MUD market segments and that there is a good reason to consider utility investment in those segments.Maryland just approved rebates for up to 50% of charger costs for MUDs.  One important thing here – the commission explicitly disallowed the utilities from actually owning the chargers.In MA Eversource was approved for up to 4000 make ready chargers, MUDs included in this number.  At least 10% of the charging stations have to happen in low income communities.
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Maryland:
rejected utility rebate 
proposals; approved 
5-year demand 
charge waiver

California (2016):
approved all 3 
utilities for workplace 
and public charging 
investment; since 
then, focused on 
reforming rate design

AEP (Ohio) (April 
2018): 
rebate for up to 50% of 
L2 charger cost, some 
may be located at 
workplaces

Workplace and Commercial Charging
Key issues: important for a subset of EV drivers, electric 
ratepayers’ role?, reforming rate design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are likely to be key for the charging infrastructure landscape, but it’s not clear how much PUCs believe that it should be electric utility ratepayers’ job to pay for these.  Maryland rejected this part of the utilities’ proposals.  They did approve the utilities’ proposals to give C&I customers a 5 year waiver of the demand charge on their bill, to hopefully help incentivize installation at these locations.In April of 2018, Ohio approved AEP for a small program, 300 L2 and X DCFC, they can cover up to 50% of the cost and these can be located in MUDs, workplaces, or public placesCA approved initial projects in 2016 for all 3 large utilities that include workplace and public charging with a mix of ownership structures. Since that initial approval, much more $ has been approved for projects but has not focused on commercial or workplace charging.  Rather, the utilities and the commission have been more focused on reforming rate design to eliminate or temporarily waive the demand charges in these customer class rate designs to help make it more economical to install and charge at these locations.
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Maryland (Jan 2019):
approved limited deployment, 
highlighted need to gather data on 
charging behavior,
utilities can own and operate, 
must be at public properties

NV Energy (June 2018): Rebates 
for public charging on NV electric 
highway; 
must file demand charge transition 
tariff for DCFC
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Public Charging
Key issues: preserving competition, lack of private 
market investment, reforming rate design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A delicate balance here between jump starting the EV market and helping to address range anxiety, and not snuffing out competition and third party options to provide charging.  Constant balancing act that you see in looking at commission decisions. There is also an acknowledgement that the private market doesn’t yet allow for a return on investment for private participants, e.g. they’re not making money yet.Maryland approved a limited deployment of public charging equipment. The commission was unimpressed with the analysis done by the utilities regarding the number of charging stations needed, but they highlighted the ability to learn from data gathered at these stations to determine the effectiveness of these types of programs. The utilities are allowed to own and operate the chargers but they have to be located only at public properties.In MI, Consumers was approved to offer up to 70k in rebates for installation of fast chargersNV Energy: Rebates for public charging specifically on the NV electric highway between Reno and Las Vegas.  Up to $15000 for multi family, workplace, and fleet electrification. NV energy must file a tariff proposal that includes a 10 year demand charge transition for DC fast chargers
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Duquesne Light (PA) (Dec 2018): 
$500k for DCFC for Port Authority 
of Allegheny County’s first electric 
transit buses

27

Other Transportation Electrification
Key issues: local environmental benefits, up front 
cost barriers, reforming rate design

California (2018): 
all three large IOUs approved to 
implement programs to electrify 
airport, port, medium and heavy 
duty fleets, transit and school 
buses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electrifying bus fleets, school buses, medium and heavy duty service vehicles, ports, and ride sharing fleets are also important segments that utilities are getting into.CA is the most comprehensive on this, with all three large IOUs approved to implement a combination of programs to electrify airport, port, medium and heavy duty fleet delivery services, transit buses, and school busesIn PA, the commission recently approved an EV infrastructure program for Duquesne Light which included 500k for Fast Charging stations to support the Port Authority of Allegheny County’s first electric transit buses;
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Some Takeaways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• Utility regulators are increasingly being asked to evaluate 
investments in EV charging infrastructure

• In doing so, regulators must balance multiple regulatory 
and policy priorities

• Charging can and should be done in a way that reduces 
costs and emissions and benefits the grid

• State agency coordination can improve data, analysis, 
policy, and outcomes
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Takeaways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utility regulators are increasingly being asked to evaluate investments in EV charging infrastructure[Utility proposalsState policy goalsMarket trends]…They must balance multiple regulatory and policy priorities[Equitable accessPreserving competitionIncreasing EV adoptionFair to ratepayers]Charging can and should be done in a way that reduces costs and emissions and benefits the grid… Regulators will want to see this.[Reduces renewable curtailmentDoesn’t add to peakIncreases utilization of existing infrastructure]To the extent that energy office colleagues can help with expert analysis of the particular circumstances in your state, and program development in a way that is sensitive to the considerations that commissions have to weigh, it will be a very helpful partnership
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Ensuring Electrification in the Public Interest

Beneficial Electrification of Space Heating

Beneficial Electrification of Water Heating

Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

Utilities Can Get a “LEG” Up with Beneficial Electrification—But 
Regulators Also Have to be Ready

Environmentally Beneficial Electrification: The Dawn of Emissions 
Efficiency (Electricity Journal)

30

Beneficial Electrification Resources 
from RAP

https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-ensuring-electrification-public-interest/
https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-of-space-heating/
https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-of-water-heating/
https://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/beneficial-electrification-of-transportation/
https://www.raponline.org/blog/utilities-can-get-a-leg-up-with-beneficial-electrification-but-regulators-also-have-to-be-ready
http://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/environmentally-beneficial-electrification-dawn-emissions-efficiency/?%20_sf_s=environmentally+beneficial+electrification
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About RAP
The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP)® is an 
independent, non-partisan, non-governmental 
organization dedicated to accelerating the transition 
to a clean, reliable, and efficient energy future.

Learn more about our work at raponline.org

David Farnsworth, Esq.
Senior Associate
The Regulatory Assistance Project®

+1 802 498-0708
dfarnsworth@raponline.org
raponline.org

50 State Street, Suite 3
Montpelier, VT
United States

http://www.raponline.org/
mailto:dfarnsworth@raponline.org
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